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SUBJECT: D2L Contract & Next Steps 

 

During the May 2016 AAC meeting, two D2L-related items were discussed, including: 1) 

an overview of D2L as well as a discussion of next steps, given that the system’s current three-

year contract will end in 2017 (see also Attachment I for the presentation given to AAC); and 2) 

an update on recent D2L issues (performance-related update issues, email issues, etc.). After 

consulting with their campuses, AAC discussed the matter further on the June 2016 call, and came 

to the following conclusions: 

 

 Based on the survey feedback from 2015, and the variety of recurring issues the system 

has experienced over the past years, it is clear that D2L is not meeting all of the needs 

of the BOR to its satisfaction. 

 Given that the system has not evaluated the LMS marketspace in nearly a decade, it 

seems warranted to have the D2L Management Committee perform some sort of review 

of LMS vendors (e.g. Instructure’s Canvas, Schoology, etc.). 

 

 With respect to the latter, AAC supported an informal review, but not an RFP at this point.  

Should a particular vendor’s product generate enough interest for a closer evaluation, the system 

would then investigate the prospect of moving forward with a formal RFP. In the meantime, the 

system will need to sign a contract renewal with D2L, because our current contract will expire at 

the end of FY2017.  Even if the system indicated a desire to move forward with a different solution, 

it would take a year to run a formal evaluation, and then another year to migrate.  That being the 

case, AAC signaled an interest in exploring the possibility of signing a shorter contract with D2L 

– perhaps a two-year agreement – to cover the evaluation period and the possible migration period.  

This recommendation will be forwarded to the Technology Affairs Council for their review during 

their September 2016 meeting. AAC representatives should provide background on these 

discussion to their TAC representatives prior to the next TAC meeting.  

  

https://www.sdbor.edu/administrative-offices/academics/aac/Documents/2016-05-AAC/5_C1_AAC0516.pdf
https://www.sdbor.edu/administrative-offices/academics/aac/Documents/2016-05-AAC/5_C2_AAC0516.pdf
https://www.sdbor.edu/administrative-offices/academics/aac/Documents/2016-06-AAC/4_C1_AAC0616.pdf
https://sdbor.edu/administrative-offices/academics/aac/Documents/2016-03-AAC/5_E_AAC0316.pdf
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The original presentation is also available here:  

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1wIKYvG-

oQJmLDoB5xxfA45UFhaiL5rJvZNylZjZWPPw/edit?usp=sharing  

 

Overview 

• SDBOR history with D2L 
• Challenges with D2L 
• 2015 User Survey Summary 

• Next Steps 
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1wIKYvG-oQJmLDoB5xxfA45UFhaiL5rJvZNylZjZWPPw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1wIKYvG-oQJmLDoB5xxfA45UFhaiL5rJvZNylZjZWPPw/edit?usp=sharing
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History with D2L 

• Prior to 2007, WebCT was used at each campus 
(decentralized) 

• LMS Evaluation Committee {2005-2007) ultimately 
selected D2L 
o WebCT was superior, but quoted cost was twice that of D2L's 

• also concerns about handing of "merger" with Blackboard in 2007 

o D2L selected for a five-year contract; finalized in August 2007 
• $325,250 + customizations, including Colleague integration, and their 

support 
• pilots in 2008SP; first full term in 2008SU 

4 
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History with D2L 

• First D2L license ended in August 2012 
o D2L Management Committee conducted an exhaustive review of D2L. finding 

a number of issues and concerns 
o recommended a two-year contract to push D2L to make improvements and 

allow for a market evaluation/RFP 
• ultimately, no evaluation or RFP was done 

o contract renewed in July of 2012 for two years@ $391,022 annually 

• Due to deficiencies in reporting/analytics noted above, the system 
purchased D2L's analytics suite in early 2013 

o additional cost of $60,000 annually 
o while the quiz item analysis report worked (within specific parameters). others did 

not and ultimately it did not provide needed information: 

• the SDBOR was not the onh system to eJmerience these oroblems 

• needed report: Title IV compliance report 

o dropped in 2014 (see also next slide) 

History with D2L 

• In 2014, D2L became available via 12's Net+ 
Agreement 
o not only did this facilitate routing some D2L network 

traffic via 12, it substantially reduced our cost: 
• from approximately $451,000 to $351,000 + 5% annually 
• the system dropped the analytics suite (Insights), saving an 

additional $50,000 

o only available as a three-year contract 
• signed in June of 2014 
• D2L left analytics installed at no cost, and promised preview access 

to their next generation of analytics; as of 2016SP, still not available 
• expires in June of 2017 

5 
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Challenges with D2L 

• As stated. the system has experienced. and continues to 
experience. many problems with D2L: 
o problems with support and stability. especially in the new 

Continuous Delivery model 
o customizations frequently break during upgrades. despite the 

system paying for maintenance and support 
• in general, the system has stopped using existing customizations and has 

avoided solutions involving customizations 

o third party integrations have failed numerous times because of 
changes D2L made 

• also, third-party integrations are generally aU-or-nothing in nature 

o while support has improved, we still experience delays in ticket 
resolution and some critical issues have taken years to resolve 8 
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Challenges with D2L 

• Major, core functions of an LMS are not present, do not function 

well, and/or come at substantial additional cost: 
o we have no grades export from D2L into Colleague or other BOR systems 

• spent $40,000 on Colleague integration, a major component of which was grades integration 
• the result was convoluted, and D2L wanted another $13,000 to refine, but would not guarantee 

future compatibility (e.g. a customization) 
• after investing two years and thousands of dollars into the testing and development of the 

grades integration, the system dropped the project in November, 2009 

o Course Ma1l has not functioned properly for a decade despit e repeated issue 
: eports by the system 

o the system still does not have a reliable or completely functional analytics 
• D2L's analytics package is an add-on suite 

It ·~ ~r .d tn 'll ir "Ni .ntQ their rote nrnrlur " 
approximately $50,000, based on the 12 Net+ quote 

o the ePortfolio tool, currently being piloted, is an add-on with additional costs 
• first year costs are estimated at $95,000 ($75,000 software+ $20,000 setup) 
• oth~ vendot:ill~b.is . .f:y.n~' 1011ality i,r,tegr<J t ed nto their £Qftl!Qd.Y..tl 

Challenges with D2L 

• In general, D2L has not been responsive to our requests 

in a timely fashion, if at all: 
o Dropbox (incident #53752) 

• serious issue of files being available to students prior to the start date 
established by the instructor 

• reported: 6/3/2008; resolved: 4/3/2011 

o Course Mail improvements 
o quiz item analysis (see Attachment II) 

• requested: 3/26/2008; implemented: early 2013 
• via analytics purchase ($60,000) 
• this, despite all major LMS solutions have this built in, including our previous LMS 
• made part of core LMS in mid-2014, though still limited in functionality 

o mvriad of other Feature requests. including a more unified 
approach to mobile device support (e.g. responsive design} 

9 
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D2L User Survey Summary 

• Administered in 2015SP 
o 2,289 respondents of which 1,887 fully completed the survey 

• In terms of the main questions: 
o 56% of instructors and 73% of students are satisfied with D2L 

• students generally satisfied that instructors are using an LMS 
• both of these numbers roughly correspond with the 2010 survey 

o 51% of instructors supported investigating alternatives to D2L 
• students more neutral to slight disagreement (37%; 2.96 mean out of 5) 
• again, students like instructors' use the LMS and don't want to risk this changing 

• In terms of ... 
o D2L tool satisfaction 

• generally satisfied, but down from 2010 
• especially among students with respect to communication tools 

o D2L task satisfaction 
• instructors generally dissatisfied with tasks, especially compared to 2010 
• students generally satisfied with tasks, but down substantially compared to 2010 12 
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Instructor vs. Student Net Satisfaction with D2L 

Instructors 
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Instructor vs. Student Net Agreement on D2L Alternatives 
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General Perceptions: Instructors 

Likes Dislikes Changes 

• ease of use; though there is • not user friendly • simplify the interface 

a learning curve • click intensive (too many • improve email (integrate 

• ease of access to grades and clicks to complete tasks) into campus systems) 

content ("paperless") for • course mai I (not intuitive; • improve responsiveness of 

students not integrated with campus system (speed) 

• consistency for students mail) • more multimedia features 

• automatic grading functions • lack of multimedia features (video/audio streaming, 

• paper grading (GradeMark) • lack of flexibility of quiz tool voice/video feedback) 

• feature completeness (limited question times, • incorporate gaming and 

randomization, etc.) simulation 

• more intuitive/functional 

quizzing (randomization 

options, simplify setup) 

• improve grade book (more 

user friendly, auto track 

current grade, export to 

WebAdvisor) 
15 

General Perceptions: Students 

Likes Dislikes Changes 

• abil ity to access grades and • course mall (20%) • improve course mail 

materials anyt ime, • not all instructors use it or • require more instructors to 

anywhere do so in a consistent fashion use D2L and do so 

• easy access to course • does not default to show consistently 

materials/one-stop shop (if current grade • add ability to see current 

instructor has posted them) • does not work well on grade at any time 

• ease of use mobile devices • make D2L work the same on 

• good way to communicate • slow; especially quizzes tool mobile devices 

with peers and instructors • various technical issues • increase speed of D2L 

• notifications (email/text (stability/reliabil ity) • increase stability of D2L 

alerts) • discussions difficult to use • make discussions easier to 

• easy way to submit • steep learning curve use 

homework (Dropbox) • poor/confusing layout • modernize the interface and 

• standard/consistent way to • inconvenience of make it easier to use 

access materials maintenance windows 

• outdated interface 

16 
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Tool Net Satisfaction {2015 vs. 201 0): Instructors 

Tool 2015 2010. Change 

Grades 72% 70"AI i 

Dropbox 83% 81% i 

Content 75% 79"AI ~ 

Discussions 71% 78% H 

Quizzes 65% 66% ~ 

Course Mail 46% 55% H 

News I Announcements 89% 87% i 

Classlist I Progress 75% 76% ~ 

Turnitin (plagiarism detection) 86% nla 

Calendar 74% 60"AI ii 17 

Tool Net Satisfaction {2015 vs. 201 0): Students 

Tool 2015 2010. Change 

Grades 77% 80"AI ~ 

Dropbox 82% 82% = 

Content 82% 81% i 

Discussions 68% 73% H 

Quizzes 77% 77% = 

Course Mail 47% 62% H 

News I Announcements 81% 80"AI i 

Classlist I Progress 74% 75% ~ 

Surveys 70"AI 64% ii 

Calendar 74% 60"AI ii 18 
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Task Net Satisfaction (2015 vs. 201 0): Instructors 

Task 2015 2010" Change 

Integrating third-party resources (e.g. Cengage MindTap, McGraw-Hill Connect, Pearson 
MLP) into D2L 

15% n/a 

Setting up a course for the first time. (uploading content, editing widgets, course 30% 40% 
activation, etc.) 

Importing content from third parties. (e.g. publisher course packs, etc.) 31% n/a 

Setting up and managing groups. (Manage Groups tool) 31% 36% !! 

Creating quizzes/surveys. (Quizzes I Surveys tools) 45% 42% i 

Preparing an existing course for a new semester. (copying components from an existing 50% 49% i 
course, changing dates and restrictions, editing widgets, etc.) 

Setting up/grading discussions. (Discuss tool) 46% 52% !! 

Setting up/using the grade book. (Grades tool) 53% 51% i 
19 

Task Net Satisfaction (2015 vs. 201 0): Instructors (cont.) 

Task 2015 2010" Change 

Administering quizzes (e.g. making them available to students, grading them, etc.). 51% 52% ~ 
(Quizzes tools) 

Supporting and managing students. 43% 56% !! 

Communicating with students. (Course Mail, News, Calendar, etc. tools) 57% 58% ~ 

Tracking student progress. (Ciasslist I Progress tool) 51% 60% !! 

Grading student submissions via the dropbox. (Dropbox I Grades tools) 63% 58% ii 

Posting and organizing content for students to access. (Content tool) 65% 70% !! 

Posting grades and feedback for student access. (Grades, Dropbox, etc.) 69% 63% ii 

Setting up the drop box for student submissions. (Dropbox tool) 77% 72% ii 

20 
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Task Net Satisfaction (2015 vs. 201 0): Students 

Task 2015 2010. Change 

Logging into D2L to access my courses (getting my password, logging in, accessing my 84% 82% i 
courses, etc.). 

Accessing materials my instructor has posted. 78% 82% t 

Accessing my grades and feedback that my instructor has left for me. 79% 84% H 

Participating in the discussions (accessing, reading, posting, etc.). 71 % 76% !! 

Submitting assignments to my instructor. 84% 84% = 

Completing quizzes/exams/surveys. 82% 83% t 

Using the Respond us LockDown Browser to take a quiz or exam. 60% 61 % t 

Accessing notifications from my instructor (Course Mail, news, calendar, etc.). 72% 75% t 

Communicating with my instructor (Course Mail, discussions, etc.). 59% 69% !! 
21 
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Next Steps: Is D2L serving the system's needs? 

• Returning to the two questions that were the primary 
drivers of this survey: 
o Is the D2L platform serving the needs of SDBOR users? 

• a qualified "yes" 
• there are many areas that users would like to see improved 

many of which have been issues since we first started using D2L, yet continue to be challenges 

o Should the SDBOR consider other solutions? 
• half of instructors support investigating alternatives to D2L 
• again, students were generally more neutral 

• In terms of satisfaction with D2L: 
o overall, and when asked about tools users are generally satisfied 
o when asked about specific tasks, instructors are generally 

dissatisfied 

Next Steps: Opportunities 

• The LMS landscape has markedly changed in the decade since the last 

system review 
o only two of the four vendors reviewed remain: Blackboard and D2L 

o open-source platforms have many support and management/hosting options 

o many others have entered the market and have gained significant market share 
from Blackboard and Desire2Learn 

• Canvas, by lnstructure, has nearly t wice the share as D2L has 

• Schoology-formerly K12 focused, and included in the "Other" column below--is gaining ground as w ell 

ANGEL Bbleam Canvas 02l Moodie Sakai Pearson Other None 

Institutions 77 1194 573 317 713 141 226 544 258 

2.1% 31.9% 15.3% 8.5% 19.1% 3.8% 6.0% 14.5% 6.9% 

Enrollments 268,786 7,588,350 4,006,095 2,264,640 2,814, 273 1,122,467 736,254 1,236,439 253,169 

1.6% 44.2% 23.3% 13.2% 16.4% 6.5% 4.3% 7.2% 1.5% 

23 
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Next Steps: Opportunities 

• As stated above, D2L is deficient in a number of areas and is 
showing few signs of improvement: 
o could yield many opportunities to advance the functionality of the 

SDBORLMS 
o many of which were noted by respondents in the survey 

• grades integration with Colleague/WebAdvisor 
• better interoperation with BOR systems, especially with respect to engagement and 

predictive analytics 
• better interoperation with SDBOR communication tools 
• better interoperability with third-party tools and vendors, especially when only one or a 

few institutions want to implement a tool 
• better mobile (responsive) support 
• better reporting and data analytics capabilities 
• eportfolio support 

• improved customer support 
• a more robust quizzing system 

Next Steps: Proposal 

• Given that it has been a decade since the last review of the 
LMS market, it would seem prudent to perform at least a 
cursory review of the landscape: 
o review into what directions other institutions have gone 
o vendor demos 

• Should the system determine that there are other viable 
options, it should conduct a more thorough review 
o needs assessment 
o RFP 

• Regardless, it will help the system make an informed 
decision if we move forward with another D2L contract 
o will also provide us with a bargaining chip with D2L 

25 
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